Who's Who Legal Arbitration 2021 recognizes 14 Dentons
lawyers among the world's leading arbitration practitioners

December 10, 2020
We are pleased to announce that Who’s Who Legal Arbitration 2021 has ranked 14 lawyers from Dentons'
International Arbitration group among the world’s leading arbitration practitioners.
Of those, partners Jean-Christophe Honlet and Bart Legum were listed as “Thought Leaders”, which is a category
reserved for those practitioners who received the highest number of nominations from peers, corporate counsel and
other market sources. Six of Dentons’ lawyers were also recognized as “Future Leaders”, the next generation
arbitration leaders under the age of 45.
“We are grateful for the continuously positive feedback of our clients and peers, resulting in a growing number of our
lawyers ranked by Who’s Who Legal Arbitration . These rankings are a testament to the quality of the arbitration
advice that we aspire to and deliver to Dentons’ clients around the world. We are also proud that several of our rising
stars have been recognized as leaders of the future, which attests to the Firm's efforts to grow our capabilities and
develop talent.” commented Jean-Christophe Honlet, Global Head of International Arbitration and Bart Legum,
Global Head of Investment Treaty Arbitration.
Dentons’ ranked lawyers are:

• Anna Crevon-Tarassova (Paris) – Future Leader
• Heiko Heppner (Frankfurt) – Future Leader
• Roy Herrera (San Jose) – National Leader (Central America)
• Jean-Christophe Honlet (Paris) – Thought Leader (France), Global Leader
• Rachel Howie (Calgary) – Future Leader
• Philip Jeyaretnam SC (Singapore) – Global Leader
• Michał Jochemczak (Warsaw) – Global Leader
• Bart Legum (Paris) – Thought Leader, Global Leader
• Courtney Lotfi (Frankfurt) – Future Leader
• Aigoul Kenjebayeva (Almaty) – Global Leader
• Amy Kläsener (Frankfurt) – National Leader (Germany)
• Pedro Saghy (Caracas) – Future Leader
• Lawrence Teh (Singapore) – Global Leader
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• Diora Ziyaeva (New York) – Future Leader

About Dentons
Dentons is the world's largest law firm, connecting top-tier talent to the world's challenges and opportunities with
20,000 professionals including 12,000 lawyers, in more than 200 locations, in more than 80 countries. Dentons'
polycentric and purpose-driven approach, commitment to inclusion and diversity, and award-winning client service
challenge the status quo to advance client interests. www.dentons.com
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